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Abstract 

A geometric application of acrew theory ia uaed to develop 
a recurai11e algorithm for computing all aingular configu
rationa of re11olute-jointed manipulatora with arbitrary ge
ometry and an arbitrary number of jointa. The depth of 
the recuraion ia linear in the number of jointa, n, while 
the computational burden ia proportional to 2n-2 • Thi.a 
method doea not require explicit conatruction of the Jaco
bian matrix elementa or a determinant operation. Further, 
the acrew axi.a of the aingular motion ia determined at no 
additional cost. The bi/urcationa of thia algorithm are alao 
explored. 

1. Introduction 

Revolute-jointed manipulator singularities can be char
acterized by the zero set of a transcendental function, 
~(9) = O, where 8 is the vector of manipulator joint 
angles. The primary contribution of this paper is a 
recursive algorithm which can symbolically determine 
the form of ~ or numerically generate the zero set, or 
critical point setf, of ~ = 0 for manipulators with an 
arbitrary: number of joints and an arbitrary geometry. 
The method has the following advantages: 

• Construction of the Jacobian matrix is unneces
sary, nor is a determinant operation required. 

• The method is recursive, leading to a simple com
puter implementation, especially for a large n. 

• The direction of the screw axis of the singular con
figuration is determined with no additional cost. 
Conversely, all configurations which have a given 
singular screw axis can also be easily determined. 

Many previous investigators have used screw theory 
to analyze manipulator singularities [1,2,3,4,5]. Sin
gularities have also been considered as exterior and 
interior workspace boundaries [6, 7]. Kohli and Hsu 
[6, 7] develop a recursive algorithm for determining the 
s!n_gularitie!I of manipulators with wrists. Their algo
rithm provides some of the same results as Section 2. 
This paper physically motivates the development of 
a different recursion, does not require the construc
tion of the Jacobian matrix, considers a more general 
class of manipulators and singularities (i.e. general 
screw singularities of spatial manipulators), and con-

f The terms "critical point surface" and "critical value •ur
{ACe" will reapectively denote the loci o£ singular configurationa 
in the joint apace ond workspace. 
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siders the bifurcations of the algorithm, which were 
not considered in [6, 7]. Pai [8] has introduced the no
tion of generic singularities, which are related to the 
bifurcations discussed in this paper. The work in this 
paper is an extension of the author's work in [9]. 

Let $ denote a screw, which can be represented by 
six screw coordinates: $ = (Iii, V]T. w E IB.3 is a unit 
vector coincident with the screw axis. V = hw + if x Iii 
where if is a vector from the reference frame origin to 
any point on the screw axis and h is the screw pitch. 
Screws S1 = (lii1 1 V1]T and S2 = [lii2 1 V2]T are said to be 
reciprocal if: 

lii1 · V2 +lii2 ·Vi= o. (1.1) 

In a singular configuration, a manipulator end-effector 
can not twist along one or more screw axes. Thus: 

Theorem: [1] In a singular configuration, all joint 
axis screws are reciprocal to the screw which rep
resents the singular twist motion. We call this 
screw the aingular acrew. 

This basic idea will be applied in the following sec
tions. Because of length restrictions, this paper fo
cuses on the algorithm for regional manipulators, and 
summarizes the highly analogous methodolo~y for spa
tial manipulators. A more complete exposition can be 
found in [10]. 

2.1. Singularities of Regional Manipulators 

Revolute-jointed regional manipulator singular config
urations have a simple geometry [2,8,9]: 

Theorem: The (zero pitch) singular screw 
axis intersects each joint axis, possibly at in
finity, and the end-effector. 

Using this theorem, all possible singular screws (which 
characterize all singular configurations) can be gener
ated by the following recursive procedure. 

1. Start with all lines (potential singular screws) pass
ing through the end-effector. There are 00

2 such 
lines. 

2. Constrain these lines to intersect joint axis n. 

3. Constrain the resulting set of lines from step 2 to 
intersect joint a.xis n - 1. 



4. Constrain the resulting set of lines from step 3 to 
intersect joint axis n - 2. 

n+ 1. Constrain the set of lines from step n to intersect 
joint axis 1. 

Thia procedure can be implemented as follows. Let the 
Plucker coordinatest of a line, which by the above pro
cedure will become a singular screw axis, be denoted 
by (11 P,11 P), where le indicates that quantities are ex
pressed in the Jc'" link frame, :F11. The singular screw 
will be reciprocal to the ;'" joint axis screw if: 

i= 1,···,n (2.1) 

where Q; and Q; are the Plucker coordinates of the 
;'" joint axis. 

Ste~ 1: Let :Fu be a frame with basis vectors parallel 
tot ose of :Fn, but with origin at the end-effector. In 
:F,., up= O for all singular screw axes. Let up = 
[ .. P1, .. P2,u P3)T, where .. P11 eep2, and 1111 P3 satisfy 
the constraint: u Pl + ea P~ + 1111 Pl = 1. 

Step 2: caQn = [O,O,l]T and 1111Qn = [O,an,O]T. Condi
tion (2.1), for;= n, is satisfied if 1111 P2 = 0. 

Step 3: The Plucker coordinates of joint axis n-1 are: 

0 Qn-1 = [a8n •an-11 c8n •an-11 can_iJT 

[ 
dn•an-1C8n + e&n-1can-1•8n l 

H'Q"n-1 = -dn•an-1•8n + can-1(e&n-1c8n +an) · 
-(e&n-1 + e&ncBn)•an-1 

(2.2) 
where a8n = sin8n1 can-1 = cosan-1 1 etc. a, d, and 
a are the standard Denavit-Hartenberg kinematic link 
parameters. Applying (2.1) and the constraint l1111 PI = 
1 results in: 

where 61 = (an-1 +11nc8n)•an-l and b2 = dn•an-1c8n+ 
e&n-1Can-1•8n 

Definition: Let the line which intersects axes 
n - 1, n, and the end-effector be termed the Po
tentilll Singul11r Screw(PSS) axis. For given 8n1 

the PSS axis is unique, except for degenerate 
cases discuaaed below. 

fil!P....!;. Thia ia the first step in the recursion. Trans
form the Plucker coordinates of the PSS to :Fn-1: 

t 6 Pliic:lrer coordinates, (.P011.1'021.1'031.P231.P311.Pl2) param
etrise a line,£. (.Po1,J1021.P03) = P i• a vector collinear to 
£. (1123, 11311 1'12) = p = e x p' where e is • vector from 
the origin of the reference frame Let to any point on £. Line• 
wUh Pliiclmr coordinates (P1, P1) and (P21 P2) intersect if 

P1 · 1>2 + P1 · P2 = O. 
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(2.4) 

n-1- ee 1111 n-1 
[ 

-
1111 P1dna8n + 1111 P3an•Bn l 

P = ( P1dn - e&n P3)ca
0
n-1c8n - "n-1 P3 

I . l fi . th . l <2·~) n a smgu ar con gurat1on, e smgu ar screw ans 
must intersect joint axis (n - 1) at some distance ln-l 
from the origin of :Fn-1· Consequently n-lp must have 
the form: n-lp = [-(ln-1 n-lp2),(ln-l n-lp1),o]T. 
Thus, ln-1 can be computed as: 

n-lp 
l - 2. 
n-1 - n-lpl' or 

n-lp 
ln-1 = - n-lp~ 

Algebraicly, ln-1 = -e&n-i tan8n/•an-i· 

The Plucker coordinates of joint axis n - 2 are: 

(2.6) 

n-lQn-2 = [a8n-1•an-21 c8n-1•an-21 can-2f (2· 7) 

1 [ dn-1•an-2C8n-1 + e&n-2Can-2•Bn-l l 
n- 'ln-2 = -dn-i•an-2•Bn-l + e&n-2Can-2c8n-i 

-e&n-2•an-2 

Substituting (2.4), (2.5), (2.7) into (2.1) results in: 

n-i Ki cos Bn-1 + n-i K:i sin Bn-1 + n-i K3 = 0 
(2.8a) 

which can be expressed as a quadratic in tan(¥): 

n-loi tan2(¥) + 2 •-l K2 tan(¥)+ n-102 = O 

1 +tan2(¥) 
(2.8b) 

where n-io1 = •-l K3-•-l K11 n-102 = ·-1 Ka+ ·- 1 Ki, 
and: 

•-l Ki= {ln-1 + dn-i)•an-2n-l P1 + (an-2can-2r-1 P2 
•-

1 n-i n-i K2 = (an-:ican-2) .·Pi - (ln-i + dn-i)•an-2 P2 
•-1 i 

Ka= -(an-2•an-2) n- P3. 
. . fi • h . (2.9) 

Assuming no roots at m mty or ot er nongener1c con-
ditions, (2.8) has two roots: 

- ·-
1 K2 ± _ /,._ 1 Ki2 + •- 1 K22 - •- 1 K32 

t (Bn-i) V 
an -2- = •-1 K3 - •-1 Ki 

(2.10) 
This step of the procedure has a simple geometric in
terpretation. Given Bn, (2.4) and (2.5) determine a 
unique (except in degenerate cases discussed below) 
line intersecting the end-effector and joint axes n - 1, 
n. To create a singular configuration, the PSS ia next 
rotated about joint axis n - 1 until it intersects joint 
axis n - 2. Geometrically, this rotation produces a 
double cone (with cone apex located at ln-1 in :Fn-i) 
whose generator is the PSS axis. Generically, axis n-2 
will have two intersections with the PSS cone. Infinite 
numbers of intersections can occur in nongeneric cases. 



In [9] it is shown that (2.8) is equivalent to det(J(O)) = O 
for a 3R manipulator with arbitrary geometry. 

~ The above algorithm can be recursively ex
tended to 4 or more joints. If the intersection of the 
PSS axis with axis ; has been determined (to fix val
ues of9;+1) 1 the coordinates of the PSS axis are trans
formed from F;+1 to F;: 

;p = ;R;+l ;+lp 
(2.11) 

where L;,;+i = [a;, -d;+i cosa;-1 1 d;+i sin a;]T and 
;R;+1, which relates the orientation of F;+1 to F;, is 
evaluated with the value(s) of 9;+1 that ensure inter
section of the PSS axis with axis;. 

The PSS axis will intersect joint axis ;-1 if (2.1) is sat
isfied, where ;Q;-1 and fQ;_ 1 have the form of (2.7) 
with appropriate change of indices. This intersection 
condition has the form: 

(2.12) 

where: ;K1 has the same form as n-1K1 in (2.9) with 
changes of indices n - 1 -+ ; • Assuming non-generic 
conditions are not in effect, (2.12) also has a quadratic 
solution. 

This recursion is continued until alljoint angles {931 • • ·, 
9n-1} that lead to a singular configuration, for a given 
9n, are found. Singular configurations are independent 
of 91. 

Remark: Genericly, for a given singular screw 
axis, there are up to 2n-:i related singular con
figurations in which all joint axis screws are re
ciprocal to the singular screw. 

Examples of the critical 1>oint surfaces found using this 
algorithm are shown in Figure 1. 

3. Bifurcations of the Algorithm 

The critical point surfaces can be numerically traced 
by sweeping 9n through the interval [-11", 11"] and solv
ing the above equations. Equivalently, this procedure 
traces the zero set of n - 2 simultaneous equations (in 
this case quadratics of the form (2.12)): 

G1(92, 93, · · ·, 9n) = O 
G2(93, · · ·, 9n) = 0 

(3.1) 

where G; is equation (2.12) which is solved to find val
ues of 9;+1 which insure intersection of the PSS axis 
with axis ;. (3.1) is of the form: G(i, A) = O, where 
i = {92, · · ·, 9n-1} and A = 9n. Finding the zero set 
of (3.1) is equivalent to studying the bifurcation of 
G(i, A)= O with state vector i and bifurcation param
eter A [11]. The zero-sets of systems are subject to 
poasible bifurcations, or self-intersections. These bi
furcations must be considered for a robust implemen
tation of this algorithm. 

critical 
point 
surface 

(a): Generic geometry: a 1 = 600, a2 = -90°, 

a1 = 1.3, a2 = 1.0, a3 = 1.6, d2 = 0.4, dJ = -0.2. 

extra branch 

(b): Nongeneric geometry: a 1 = 60°, °'2 = -45°, 

a1 = 0.0, a2 = 1.1, a3 = 1.0, d2 = 0.3, dJ = 0.3. 

Figure 1: Generic and Non-Generic 
3R Manipulator Critical Point 
Surfaces 

· Consider a 3R manipulator. Note that if 
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K1(93) = K:i(93) = K3(93) = 0 (3.2) 

any value of 93 solves (2.10). Singularities arising from 
(3.2) are termed "extra branch" singularities [9]. The 
numerous geometric conditions which lead to (3.2) can 
be found in [9,10]. Figure 1 shows the critical point 
surfaces for a non-generic manipulator satisfying (3.2). 
When (3.2) is satisfied, a numerical algorithm baaed on 
a atraightforward application of Section B would miu thia 
extra branch of aolutiona. 

(3.2) generalizes to nR regional_ manipulators. Extra 
branches are present whenever' K1 = 'K:i = 'K3 = 0. 
These bifurcations can be robustly detected as follows. 
In [ll] it is proven that G(i,A) = O bifurcates when 
det(8G(i)/8i) changes sign. For (3.1), det(8G(i)/8i) 
takes the form 

~ ~ 
&G 
~ 

&G 
~ 

0 ~ ai?.!2 ai?.!, 
det 0 0 a~?.~2 a~?.~, (3.3) 

0 0 0 aa:.-2 
11'1;:-;: 



and thus bifurcation occurs when the product 

(3.4) 

changes sign. (3.4) will change sign when any one of 
its components changes sign: 

BG; ;+1 • ;+1 
-- = - Ki B1D 8;+1 + K2 cos 8;+1 (3.5) 
89;+1 

While recursively solving (2.12), (3.4) and (3.5) can 
be easily computed. A change in sign from the pre
vious increment in Bn indicates that a bifurcation has 
occurred. Only one element in the product (3.4) typ
ically changes sign. If 8G;/89;+1 changes sign, a bi
furcation occurs in which all values of 8;+1 (for given 
{9;+2 1 ···,Bn}) form an extra branch. Sweeping B;+i 
through [-11', r] and recursively solving (2.12) for {92 1 

· · ·, 9;} will trace out the extra branch( es). 

The above algorithm assumes the PSS axis intersecting 
the end-effector and axes n, n - 1 is unique for given 
Bn. There are three degenerate cases, termed "initial 
condition bifurcations," which violate this uniqueness. 
In each case there is a unique PSS axis for all Bn, except 
for one or two special values of Bn, where an infinite 
number of PSS axes arise. These extra branches of 
PSS axes can be parametrized by an angle; e [-11'1 r] 
as follows: 
1. The laat two m:ea interaect. When Bn = ±r/2, there 

are an infinity of PSS axes lying in the plane spanned 
by joint axes n - 1 and n. The Pliicker coordinates 
of the two extra branch PSS axes are: n- i P = 
(0, cos;, sinq,)T; n-ip = [±11nsin4i1 O, o)T. 

2. The laat two m:ea are parallel. The extra branches 
occur when Bn = 0, 11'. In these case: n-ip = 
[cos;, 0, sin4J]T; n-lpll,.=0 = [O, cos4i(dn -(lln-i ± 
11n)tan4J), O)T. 

3. The end-effector intersect. joint a:is n-1 if 11! = 11!-i + 
dn tan2 an-1 and Bn = atan2(dn tanan-i/11n, 
-11n-i/11n)· The Pliicker coordinates of the extra 
branch PSS axes are n-ip = (l/11n)[-11n-i cos;, 
sin an-i( dn co14i - sin 4i ), dn tan an-1 sin an-i cos 4i + 
cosan-isin4i] and n-ip = [O,-(dnlln-ico14J)/ 
( 11n cos an-i ), o]T. There is one extra branch, ex
cept when cosan-i = 0 and lln ~ an-i1 in which 
case there are two extra branches at Bn = ±(11'/2 + 
cos-i(11n-i/11n)). The Plucker coordinates of the 
PSS axes are: n-lp =[cos; 0 sin4i)T and n-lp = 

[O ± J11~ - 11!-i o)T 

Thus, the complete critical point surfaces can be ro
bustly traced for revolute-jointed regional manipula
tors with arbitrary joint numbers and arbitrary ge
ometries by the following algorithm. 

1. Set Bn = -r; ; = n - 1 

2. Compute: n-ip and n-ip-

3. Compute: ; Ki,; K2,; Ka. 
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4. Solve: ;Kicos9; + iK2sin9; + ;Ka= 0 for 
( 9;,i, B;,2) 

5. Compute: agn(8G;-i/89;) for k=l,2. If bifurca
tion, trace the extra branches. 

6. If j=l, set Bn = Bn + li9n and ; = n - 1; If Bn < r, 
go to step 2, else continue. 

Else, transform the PSS axis from r;+i tor;; set 
; = ; - 1; and go to step 3. 

7. If one of the degenerate PSS initial conditions oc
curs, trace the extra branches, as outlined above. 

Axis 1 

Figure 2: Cross Section of 6R Regional Singularities 

li9n can be chosen to be a small uniform constant. 
Alternatively, li9n can be variable, with its magnitude 
chosen using step size bounding analyses [11]. Figure 
2 shows a cross section, in the workspace, of the sin
gular surfaces of a 6 R manipulator (interpreted here 
as a redundant regional manipulator) with kinematic 
parameters ao = 01 a1 = -10°, a2 = 50°, aa = 60°, 
a4 = 40°, a5 = -25°, 110 = o, 11i = 1.0, 112 = 0.5, 
11a = 0.8, 114 = 0.4, 115 = 1.0, 116 = 0.96, di = o, d2 = 0.2, 
da = 0.3, d4 = -0.1, ds = 0.4, de= 0.15, d1 = o. 

4. Singularities of Spatial Manipulators 

The singular screw of a spatial manipulator singular 
configuration can have arbitrary pitch. The set of all 
possible singular screws is termed the singular screw 
field, S. The corresponding set of singular configu
rations has been called the 1ingul11rity field [5). This 
section derives a recursive method, analogous to the 
method in Section 2, for determining S and thus all 
possible singular configurations. Spatial manipulator 
singular screws can be categorized by their pitch: 

Rotational Singularities have singular screws 
with infinite pitch. There are 2n-2 such singu
larities which occur when when {9; = 0 or r; ; = 
2, ···,n-1}. 

Regional Singularities have singular screws with 
zero pitch. 



General Screw Singularities have singular screws 
with a non-zero, but finite, pitch. 

Rotational singular are trivial, and a more complete 
discussion can be found in [10], while the regional sin
gularities can be determined using the method of Sec
tions 2,3. Thus, we now focus a forward recursive al
gorithm for determining general screw singularities. 

/.' 

z 
l 

/ 

Figure 3: Parametrization of Singular Screw 

Let a screw, SR ES be parametrized by pitch h, and 
variables aR, PR, a.R, and dR {Fig. 3). The singulari
ties of an nR manipulator are independent of 81, and 
SR can be expressed in :F1 coordinates. In :F1, SR will 
have the form SR= [1Vk, 1wk]T: 

[ 
(h aaR + a.R caR)•PR + dR aaR cPR l 1V R = -(h aaR + a.R caR)cPR + dR aaR •PR 

h caR- a.R aaR 
1wR =[•PR aaR -cPR aaR caR]· 

( 4.1) 
Note that in this parametrization, when aR = O, dR is 
not defined. 

The sin~ular screw parameters can be determined by 
consecutively constraining SR to be reciprocal to the 
zero pitch joint axis screws: S; = [VJ', wj]T: 

V R · w; + V; ·WR = 0 (i=l, .. ·,n) (4.2) 

where S; denotes the screw coordinates of the ;th joint 
axis. In :F1 1 S1 and S2 have screw coordinates: 

S1 = [ o o o o o 1] 

h = [ 0 -a.1 cos al -a.1 sin a1 0 - sin al cos ai]. 

The application of { 4.2) for j = 1, 2 yields: 

(4.3) 

where 1wR; and 1VR; (i = 1,2,3) denote the ;th el
ements of the vectors in ( 4.2). Of the 006 possible 
screws in :F1, only 00

3 can be reciprocal to joint axes 1 
and 2. Hence, S consists of not more than 003 screws. 
This result has previously been established in [5]. 
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Any three of the five singular screw parameters can 
be chosen to parametrize S. Choose h, aR, and PR· 
Using (4.3), the dependent parameters a.Rand dR are: 

By varying aR, PR, and h through their respective 
ranges, all possible 003 elements of S are generated. 
aR E (O, r{2] for h > 0 and aR E [-r/2, 0) if h < O. 
PRE [0,211'. 

Consider one screw, SR E S (e.g., fix Ii., aR, and PR)· 
The singular configurations in which the joint axis 
screws are reciprocii.l to SR can be determined by re
cursively applying ( 4.2). First apply ( 4.2) to find the 
value(s) of 82 which ensure reciprocity between joint 
axis 3 and SR. In :F1, Sa= [1Vf,1wf]T, where: 

( 4.5) 

and.,,= d21a2182 -(a.1 +a.2c82)ca2; e = (a.1c82 +a.2)1a2. 
Substituting (4.1) and {4.5) into {4.2) yields the fol
lowing condition for reciprocity: 

1 D1 cos 82 + 1 D2 sin 82 + 1 Da = O; ( 4.6) 
where: 

1 D1 = 1 WR1(d21a2) + 1wR2(a.11a11a2 - a.2ca1ca2) 
1wRa(a.1ca11a2 + a.21a1ca2)- 1VR2(ca11a2) 

1 D2 1wR1(a.2ca2) + 1wR2(d2ca11a2) 

+ 1wRa(d21a11a2) + 1VR1•a2 
1wR2(-a.1ca1ca2 + a.21a11a2)-

1wRa(a.11a1ca2 + a.2ca11a2) - 1Vmaa1ca2 
( 4.7) 

and the values of 1wR; and 1VR; assume that the con
straints in { 4.3) are active. ( 4.6) can be converted to a 
9.uadratic in tan( 82 /2 ). Assuming non-generic bifurca
tions are not in effect, there are two values of 82 which 
position axis 3 so that it is reciprocal to SR. This is 
highly analogous to the algorithm derived in Sections 
2,3. 

The values of 83 which cause joint axis 4 to be recipro
cal to SR can be similarly determined. First, reexpress 
the potential singular screw axis in :F2: 

(1R2)T lWR 

(1R2)T 1V R + (1R2T Li,2) x 2 WR 
( 4.8) 

where 1 R 2 incorporates the values of 82 which solve 
(4.6); and Li,2 is the same as {2.11). Next, solve (4.6) 



(with appropriate change of index) for two values of 
83. Continuing, the values of 84, · · ·, Bn-1 which cause 
manipulator joint axes 5, · · ·, n to be reciprocal to Sa 
can similarly be determined by recursion. 

Remark: Genericly, for a given 1crew in S, there 
are 2n-3 configurationa in which the joint axi1 screws 
are reciprocal to the given 1crew. 

Since the singular configurations are independent of 
Ii, and In, and S contains 003 screws, the singular
ities of generic n-revolute-jointed manipulators form 
five-dimenaional 1urface1 in the configuration apace and 
work1pace. 

This method can numerically trace the critical point 
surfaces, like the algorithm in Section 3. In this case, 
there are three sweeping parameters h, f3R, and aR· 
[10) develops another parametrization in 82 1 83, and 84. 
This algorithm is also subject to bifurcations. Anal
ogously, ( 4.6) will have an extra branch of solutions 
when 1 Di = 1 D2 = 1 D3 = O. A derivation similar to 
Section 3 shows that bifurcations occur when 

BG· · · 
--'- = -'Di sin 8;+i +' D2 COB 8;+1 ( 4.9) 
88;+1 

chan~es sign. The extra branches are traced in a man
ner similar to the procedure outlined in §3. Similarly, 
this algorithm has initial condition bifurcations when: 
the first two axes are parallel; the first two axes are 
orthogonal; and the first two axes intersect. A more 
complete discussion of these conditions can be found 
in [10]. 
Since singular configurations are independent of 8i and 
8n, the loci of critic&l values related to a given singular 
screw form up to 2n-i 2-dimensional tori in IR.3. Fisure 
4 illustrates these tori for the singular configurations 
of a 6R manipulator (the same as Fig. 2) which is 
reciprocal to a screw of pitch h = 1.0. The singular 
screw axis is superimposed on the figure. 

Figure 4~ Cross Section of 6R Manipulator Singular End-effector 

Locations for Singular Configurations which are Reciprocal to One Screw 
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Finally, [10) considers in more detail the special case 
of manipulators with wrists, where it is shown that: 

Remark: The singular screw field of a spatial 
manipulator with wrist has 003 screws which can 
be divided into two categories. (1) the wrist 
subchain is not singular, and the singular screw 
must have zero pitch and intersect the wrist con
currency point. These singularities can be ana
lyzed using the methods of Sections 2,3. (2) the 
wrist subchain is singular, and the pitch of the 
singular screw can be finite or infinite. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper developed recursive algorithms for deter
mining the sinsular set of spherical, regional, and spa
tial revolute-jomted manipulators with arbitrary num
bers of joints and arbitrary geometries. The primary 
algorithm and its recursion was constructed by a ge
ometric application of screw theory. This primary 8.1-
gorithm is directly applicable to manipulators with 
generic geometries. However, the critical point sur
faces of non-generic manipulators bifurcate, and ex
tensions of the algorithm to compute the extra bifur
cation branches were developed. 
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